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When evaluating and prewarning the damage state of bridges, the observation equation and state equation of bridge systems are
not constructed in the existing methods, which would cause the evaluation results to be inconsistent with the actual damage state
of bridges.-erefore, the existing methods have the problems of low evaluation accuracy, high false alarm rate, and poor real-time
performance. In order to solve the above problems, this paper proposes a novel evaluation and judgment theory of bridge damage
state and methodology on early warning of danger. -e wavelet packet analysis method is used to construct the observation
equation and state equation of bridge systems, which could provide a relevant basis for evaluating the damage state of bridges.
-en, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is used to construct the fuzzy evaluation model of the bridge damage state to
evaluate and judge the damage state of bridges. According to the evaluation results, combined with mathematical-statistical
analysis methods and principal component analysis methods, the methodology on early warning of danger for bridge structures
can be realized. -e experimental results showed that the proposed method has high evaluation and judgment accuracy, low false
alarm rate, and good real-time performance and reliability.

1. Introduction

In the bridge operation process, monitoring the durability,
integrity, and safety of bridge structures is an important part
of bridge safety evaluation [1–5]. -e bridge’s structural
safety is affected by not only natural disasters such as
earthquakes and sudden accidents but also a brittle failure
due to the damage accumulation of nodes [6–11]. -erefore,
the main purpose of monitoring the durability and safety of
bridge structures is to evaluate the bridge damage state
under the effect of load [12–14]. -e long-term structural
health monitoring data contains quite a few structural in-
formation and could play significant roles in detecting
damages in early stage, and neutral axis indicator and
machine learning method have been used in the long-term
structural health monitoring [15, 16]. At present, most of the
bridge structures in China were made of steel, and the design

life of most bridges is about to be due. -erefore, it is an
urgent problem to evaluate and judge the damage state of
such bridges and early warning of dangers [17–20].

So far, some progress has been made in the research of
bridge damage state assessment and early warning methods
of danger. For example, Geng et al. proposed a method for
the bridge damage state assessment and early warning
method based on lateral accelerationmonitoring [21]. In this
method, the root mean square of the lateral acceleration of
main girders was taken as a monitoring parameter to analyze
the dynamic characteristics of bridges, and the bridge
damage state would be evaluated by the correlation model.
-e principal component analysis was used to analyze the
changes of the correlation model due to the changes in
environmental factors. According to the analysis results, the
early warning index of bridges is determined to realize the
early warning of dangers. However, this method does not
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build the observation equation of the system, and it takes a
long time to detect the change of the principal component
correlation coefficient of bridge structures, which has the
problem of poor real-time performance. In addition, Hua
et al. proposed a long-term monitoring and early warning
method of bridge structure modal frequency formed by
combining principal component analysis and support vector
regression [22]. Yabe et al. also proposed a combination of
state representation and frequency slice wavelet transform
for monitoring and evaluating bridge conditions [23]. Liu
et al. proposed a method for the bridge damage state as-
sessment and early warning method based on the improved
Bayesian method [24]. -is method is based on the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP) theory in the existing evaluation
systems and decomposes the whole bridge hierarchy
according to different parts and functions of bridges. Each
subcomponent of bridges is converted into a node in the
Bayesian probability network so that the state score of each
subcomponent corresponds to the state probability of the
node in the Bayesian network one by one, and then the
overall state of the bridge at a certain time is determined.
-us, real-time update, transmission, evaluation, and early
warning can be carried out on the status information of
bridges at different times. However, this method has the
problem of poor real-time performance for early warning of
bridge damage due to its slow information update speed.

On the other hand, Dong et al. proposed a method for
the bridge damage state assessment and early warning
method based on a sliding window subspace algorithm [25].
-is method combines a data-driven random subspace
identification algorithm and sliding window technology to
track and identify bridge modal parameters in real time and
evaluates the bridge damage state. According to the eval-
uation results of the bridge damage state, the danger warning
for the bridge could be realized based on frequency change
rate and frequency value. However, this method does not
construct the state equation of the system, which leads to a
large error between the evaluation result and the actual
bridge damage state, and there is a problem of a high false
alarm rate. Huang et al. proposed a method of bridge
damage state assessment and early warningmethod based on
finite element analysis [26]. Taking the tested deflection
value of a slab girder as a guide, given the law that reducing
the elastic modulus of concrete or increasing the bending
moment caused by the load will increase the deflection, this
method is used to evaluate the damage state of existing
bridges. -en, Midas FEA software is used to simulate the
bridge damage, and the damage warning method of bridges
is designed based on it. However, there is a large gap between
the simulated value and the actual value for this method,
which causes the problem of high false alarm rate in this
method.

In summary, most of the current researches on the
damage state assessment and danger warning methods of
bridges have problems with poor real-time performance of
bridge damage warning or high false alarm rate. In order to
solve the problems in the above methods, this paper pro-
poses a novel evaluation and judgment theory of bridge
damage state and methodology on early warning of danger.

-is bridge damage state assessment and early warning
method is constructed based on the integration of wavelet
packet analysis method, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
method, and principal component analysis method.

2. Dynamic System of Bridge Structure

In the process of studying the evaluation and judgment
theory of bridge damage state and methodology on early
warning of danger, it is necessary to first construct the
dynamic system of bridge structure based on the wavelet
packet analysis method. -e dynamic system is used to
decompose the bridge structure at multiple scales to obtain
the observation equation and state equation of bridge
structures, which could provide relevant basis and data for
evaluating and judging the damage state of bridges.

Assuming that the degree of freedom of the dynamic
system is n, the differential equation of motion could be
obtained based on themathematical theory of wavelet packet
analysis [27]:

M€x + C _x + Kx(t) � F(t), (1)

where M describes the mass matrix, M ∈ Rn×n; x is the
displacement response vector, x ∈ Rn×1; C is the damping
matrix, C ∈ Rn×n; K is the stiffness matrix, K ∈ Rn×n; F is the
system excitation vector, F ∈ Rn×1.

Let x(t) be the state vector; the state equation can be
used to describe the above equation of motion:

x(t) � Ax(t) � BF(t), (2)

in which

A �
0 I

−M
− 1

K −M
− 1

C
 ,

B �
0 0

−M
− 1 0

 ,

F(t) �
F(t)

0
 .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

-e p-dimensional continuous signal (f(t) ∈ Rn×1) is
obtained by the acceleration sensor, and the dynamic re-
sponse of the observed structure can be expressed as

f(t) � T€x (t) + v(t), (4)

where v(t) describes the observation noise; T describes the
observation matrix. -en the continuous signal f(t) can be
described as

f(t) � Cx(t) + DF(t) + v(t), (5)

-e output equation and the state equation are dis-
cretized in the time domain. Let Δt represent the time in-
terval of the system sampling, and it will obtain the time-
domain solution of the state equation in the time domain:

x(t) � e
AΔt

x(t − Δt) + 
t

t−Δt
e

A(t− f)
BF(f)df, (6)
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-en, the discrete observation equation and state
equation in the time domain are expressed as follows:

x(N, k + 1) � A(N)x(N, k) + B(N)F(N, k),

f(N, k) � C(N)x(N, k) + D(N)F(N, k) + v(N, k),

A � e
AΔt

,

B � 
t

t−Δt
e

A(t− f)
B.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(7)

Suppose that the wavelet packet decomposition scale is i;
the observation equation and state equation of the structural
system are defined as follows:

f(i, k) � C(i)x(i, k) + D(i)F(i, k) + v(i, k),

x(i, k + 1) � A(i)x(i, k) + B(i)F(i, k).

⎧⎨

⎩ (8)

-e state equation of the dynamic system in the case of
scale i can be decomposed into the scale (i−1) through the
wavelet transform method, and then the system state
equation in coarse-scale signal space Vi−1 is obtained:

x
i
v(i − 1, k + 1) � 

l

h(l)x(i, 2k − l + 2)

� A
i

v(i − 1)x
i
v(i − 1, k + 1)

+ B
i

v(i − 1)F
i

v(i − 1, k + 1),

(9)

where the subscript v describes the projection corresponding
to the signal sequence x(i, k) of scale i in the coarse-scale
signal space Vi−1.

-e observation equation of the dynamic system is
decomposed from scale i to scale (i−1) by wavelet transform
method, and the observation equation of the system in the
coarse-scale signal space Vi−1 is obtained:

f
i
v(i − 1, k) � 

l

h(l)f(i, 2k − l) � C
i

v(i − 1) × x
i
v(i − 1, k) + D

i

v(i − 1)F
i

v(i − 1, k) + v
i
v(i − 1, k),

C
i

v(i − 1) � C(l),

D
i

v(i − 1) � D(l),

F
i

v(i − 1, k) � 
l

h(l)F(i, 2k − l),

v
i
v(i − 1, k) � 

l

h(l)v(i, 2k − l),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

In the same way, the state equation of the dynamic
system in the fine-scale signal space Wi−1 is obtained:

x
i
W(i − 1, k + 1) � 

l

g(l)x(i, 2k − l + 2)

� A
i

W(i − 1)x
i
W(i − 1, k)

+ B
i

W(i − 1)F
i

W(i − 1, k),

(11)

where the subscript W describes the projection corre-
sponding to the signal sequence x(i, k) of scale i in the
coarse-scale signal space.

Similarly, the observation equation of the dynamic
system is decomposed from scale i to scale (i−1) by wavelet
transform method, and the observation equation of the
system in the coarse-scale signal space Wi−1 is obtained:

f
i
W(i − 1, k) � 

l

g(l)f(i · 2k − l) � C
i

W(i − 1)x
i
W(i − 1, k) + D

i

W(i − 1)F
i

W(i − 1, k) + v
i
W(i − 1, k),

C
i

W(i − 1) � C(i),

D
i

W(i − 1) � D(i),

v
i
W(i − 1, k) � 

l

g(l)v(i, 2k − l).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

3. Evaluation and Judgment of Bridge
Damage State

Based on the observation equation and state equation of
the system, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method
is used to evaluate and judge the damage state of bridges.

3.1. First-Level Evaluation. -e first-level evaluation refers to
the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and judgment for themost
basic components including bridge support, deck pavement,
bridge piers, and main force-bearing components [28–30].

Let m represent the total number of damaged items that
can affect the technical state of components and evaluate
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each damaged item of bridges. -e corresponding impact
evaluation matrix R of components can be constructed as
follows:

R �

r11 r12 · · · r15

r21 r22 · · · r25

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

rm1 rm2 · · · rm5

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (13)

Suppose that the fuzzy subset on the domain U1 is the
factor existing in the factor setU of the component Sij, which
is called ASij � (a1, a2, . . . , am) for short. Let BSij be the
fuzzy comprehensive evaluation set of damage state corre-
sponding to the component Sij; ASij and RSij are used to
evaluate the damage state of a single component, which is
calculated by

BSij � ASij · R � b1′, b2′, b3′, b4′, b5′( . (14)

3.2. Second-Level Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation. Let R′
represent the evaluation matrix of a single factor corre-
sponding to the substructure Si, and R′ is composed of fuzzy
comprehensive evaluation sets of various damage states
[29, 31–33], which is expressed as follows:

R′ �

b11 b12 · · · b15

b21 b22 · · · b25

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

bn1 bn2 · · · bn5

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (15)

Assume that ASi represents the fuzzy subset existing in
the domain U1, and its expression is
ASi � (a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . . , an), in which ai is the distribution
weight of the i-th subcomponent in the substructure Si; n is
the number of the components in the substructure Si. BSi is
assumed to represent the fuzzy subset existing in V, that is,
the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation set corresponding to the
damage state of substructure Si, and its expression is as
follows:

BSi � ASi × R′ � b1′, b2′, b3′, b4′, b5′( , (16)

3.3. -ird-Level Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation. -e first-
level and second-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
values are combined to form an evaluation matrix of a single
factor R″:

R″ �

r11 r12 · · · r15

r21 r22 · · · r25

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

r51 r52 · · · r55

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (17)

-e fuzzy subset ABi � (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5) existing in
the domain U1 is the assigned weight of the bridge
substructure.

Based on the fuzzy subset AB and evaluation matrix of a
single factor R″, the evaluation model BB of bridge damage
state is constructed:

BB � AB × R″ � b1′, b2′, b3′, b4′, b5′( . (18)

4. Methodology on Early Warning of Danger

According to the evaluation results, combined with math-
ematical-statistical analysis methods and principal compo-
nent analysis methods, the methodology on early warning of
danger for bridge structures can be realized.

In practice, environmental factors such as wind speed
and temperature will affect the modal parameters of bridge
structures [34, 35]. -e nonlinear principal component
analysis method is used to extract the parameters of wind
speed and temperature, and the modal parameters are
projected in the characteristic parameter space of envi-
ronmental factors.-en, the hypothesis testing is carried out
on the basis of statistical theory to realize the judgment of the
operating state of bridge structures for further danger
warning.

-e nonlinear relationships between the reconstruction
vector x and feature vector y as well as the feature vector y
and initial data vector x are described as follows:

x
(k)
i � 

M

j�1
W4ijΞ 

m

r�1
W3jry

(k)
r + b3j

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + b4i,

y
(k)
i � 

M

p�1
W2rpΞ 

n

q�1
W1pqx

(k)
q + b1p

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + b2r.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(19)

-e square prediction error of statistics (Q) describes
the deviation degree of modal test value from the principal
component model at the k-th moment [36]. Let Qk rep-
resent the statistics of the modal parameters corresponding
to Q at the k-th moment, and its calculation equation is as
follows:

Qk � 
n

i�1
x

(k)
i − x̂

(k)

i 
2

� 
n

i�1
x

(k)
i − 

M

j�1
W4ijΞ 

m

r�1
W3jry

(k)
r + b3j

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ + b4i
⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦

2

, (20)

and when the value of Qk is too large, it indicates that the
bridge structure is abnormal [37].

-e principal component analysis method is used to test
the square prediction error of statistics (Q). Let
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x � [x1, x2, . . . , xn] represent the covariance matrix corre-
sponding to the collected modal parameters of bridge
structures under the normal operating state at a certain time,
and its principal component decomposition is carried out:

xxT
� uduT

, (21)

where u � [u1, u2, . . . , un], and ui is the standard orthogonal
eigenvector; d � diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) is the eigenvalue
matrix.

Considering the influence of environmental factors in-
cluding wind speed and temperature, the principal com-
ponents of these two environmental factors are selected in
the process of danger warning, which can be expressed as

θk � 
n

i�3
λk

i , h0 � 1 −
2θ1θ3
θ22

. (22)

When the test level i α, the upper limit of confidence
interval (Qα) for the system is calculated by the following
equation:

Qα � θ1
cα

�����
2θ2h2

0



θ1
+
θ2h0 h0 − 1( 

θ21
+ 1⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

1/h0

, (23)

where cα represents the critical value of the normal distri-
bution at the test level of α. When the statistic is less than the
upper limit of confidence interval (Qα), it indicates that the
bridge structure is normal; otherwise, the bridge structure is
abnormal, and a danger warning is required.

5. Experiment and Analysis

In order to verify the overall effectiveness of evaluation and
judgment theory of bridge damage state and methodology
on early warning of danger, it is necessary to carry out the
field tests. -e operating system for this test is Windows XP
Professional, MATLAB simulation platform was used in this
test, and MIDAS software was used for the finite element
model of the bridge structure. In this paper, the Nanfeihe
Bridge in Hefei, China, was taken as the experimental test
object. Its total length is about 764.5m and the total width is
about 40.5m.-e tower of Nanfeihe Bridge is a cable-stayed
bridge of a double-cable plane with a total of 84 stay cables.
-e main bridge of this cable-stayed bridge is divided into
two spans, in which the left span is about 160m long, the
right span is about 120m long, and the total height of the
bridge tower is about 90m away from the bridge deck. -e
actual view of the Nanfeihe Bridge is shown in Figure 1(a),
its plan graph is shown in Figure 1(b), and its elevation is in
Figure 1(c).

Based on the design and measured data of Nanfeihe
Bridge, the finite element model diagram of its bridge
structure can be constructed, and the corresponding finite
element model results are illustrated in Figure 2.

-e abovementioned finite element model (in Figure 2)
was input into the simulation software, and five damage
parts (including bridge tower crack, broken cable, concrete
crack) were set in the simulation software by reducing

Young’s modulus. -e specific layout of damaged parts is
presented in Figure 3, in which the 1st damage part is bridge
tower crack, the 2nd damage part is bridge deck crack, the 3rd
damage part is concrete crack, the 4th damage part is broken
cable, and the 5th damage part is reinforcement corrosion.

In the field tests, the acceleration sensors were arranged
at six measure points (i.e., the left, middle, and right end-
points of the main bridge and the lower, middle, and upper
endpoints of the cable tower). -e signal wave of the
measuring point is as shown in Figure 4. -en, the time
history function of environmental load could be set in
MIDAS software, and the dead weight of the bridge was
converted in the model, in which the gravity acceleration is
9.806m/s2 and the initial temperature is 0°C. On this basis,
the node dynamic load of the bridge was set, the node
spacing was 0.5m, and the vehicle speed was set as 80 km/h.

According to the damage degree of a bridge, the damage
of bridge structure could be divided into three levels with
three grades, that is, first-level damage (★-I, II, III) only with
local surface damages, second-level damage (★★-I, II, III)
with serious section damage or steel strength reduction and
without structural plastic deformation, and third-level
damage (★★★-I, II, III) representing that the component is
partially or completely disabled. -ree methods have been
used to evaluate and judge the damage state of the bridge at
different positions:

(1) Method I is the presented evaluation and judgment
theory of bridge damage state and methodology on
early warning of danger in this paper

(2) Method II is the bridge damage state assessment and
early warning method based on lateral acceleration
monitoring in [21]

(3) Method III is the bridge damage state assessment and
early warning method based on the sliding window
subspace algorithm in [25]

-e evaluation test results by these three methods are
listed in Table 1.

According to the evaluation test results of the damage
state of five bridge components in Table 1, it can be seen that
the evaluation results of method I are consistent with the
actual damage grade of different bridge components, while
there are certain errors between the evaluation results of
method II [21] or method III [25] and the actual damage
grade. -is is because method I presented in this paper uses
the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to construct the
evaluation model of bridge damage state based on the ob-
servation equation and state equation of bridge systems,
which would improve the accuracy of the evaluation and
judgment.

When the bridge structure is damaged, the principal
component correlation coefficient will increase. -ese three
methods (i.e., methods I, II, and III) were used to evaluate
and judge the damage state of the bridge, respectively. -e
corresponding principal component correlation coefficients
calculated by methods I, II, and III are presented in Figure 5.
It can be seen from the data analysis in Figure 5 that the
principal component correlation coefficient obtained by
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method I in this paper of the bridge structure fluctuates
greatly around the 60th test. -is shows that method I
presented in this paper detected and judged the damage of
the bridge structure around the 60th test. However, methods
II and III showed that the principal component correlation
coefficients of the bridge structure increased significantly
during the tests of 100∼150 and 150∼200, respectively, in-
dicating that the damage of the bridge structure was detected
until the tests of 100∼150 and 150∼200.

In order to further compare and analyze the evaluation
efficiency of bridge damage for different methods, a time-
consumption comparison of damage evaluation was then
carried out, and the results are shown in Figure 6. From the

above comparison analysis, it can be seen that the consumed
time of evaluating the bridge damage state is between 2.7 and
3.9 s for method II in [21], and the consumed time of
evaluating the bridge damage state is between 1.5 and 3.0 s
for method III in [25]. In contrast, the consumed time of
evaluating the bridge damage state is always less than 0.6 s
for method I presented in this paper. -is fully shows that
the presented method in this paper can quickly realize the
evaluation and judgment of bridge state damage. -e reason
is that the presented method I obtains the damage infor-
mation of bridge system structure through the observation
matrix and the state matrix, which provides a basis for the
bridge damage evaluation and shortens the evaluation time.

(a)

30000 30000 30000 30000 40000 40000 40000 40000

(b)

30000 30000 30000 30000 40000 40000 40000 40000

(c)

Figure 1: -e Nanfeihe Bridge tested in this paper. (a) -e actual view of Nanfeihe Bridge. (b) -e plain graph of Nanfeihe Bridge. (c) -e
elevation of Nanfeihe Bridge.
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Figure 2: -e finite element model of Nanfeihe Bridge structure.
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Figure 3: -e layout of five damage parts in the finite element model.
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Table 1: Comparison of evaluation test results among methods I, II, and III.

Bridge components Actual damage grade Method I Method II Method III
1st damage part ★-II ★-II ★-III ★-I
2nd damage part ★★★-I ★★★-I ★★-III ★★★-II
3rd damage part ★★-II ★★-II ★★★-I ★★★-I
4th damage part ★-I ★-I ★-II ★-II
5th damage part ★-III ★-III ★★-I ★★-II
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Figure 5: -e principal component correlation coefficients calculated by methods I, II, and III.
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Figure 6: -e time-consumption comparison of damage evaluation by methods I, II, and III.
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-e false alarm rate (FAR) represents the proportion of
negative samples divided into positive samples in all negative
samples and its calculation equation is as follows:

FAR �
NNF

NNF + NNT
, (24)

where NNF is the number of misclassified negative samples
and NNT is the number of negative samples correctly
classified. -e warning time (WT) refers to the time that the
warning signal will be issued according to the fault
condition.

Table 2 shows the comparison results of FAR and WT
among method I presented in this paper, method II in [21],
and method III in [25]. From the comparative analysis in
Table 2, it can be seen that the FAR of method I in this paper
is below 2.5%, which is much lower than those of methods II
and III. At the same time, theWTof method I in this paper is
within 10min, which is half of those of methods II and III.
-erefore, the presented method I has a low FAR and good
WT. -e reason is that the presented method I can accu-
rately evaluate and judge the bridge damage state and detect
the change of principal component correlation coefficient of
bridges in a short time, thereby shortening the WT.

6. Conclusions

Bridges occupy an important position in the process of
national economic construction, and their operation safety is
one of the basic conditions for stable economic develop-
ment. When a bridge accident occurs, it will have an adverse
impact on society, especially the transportation field, and
cause huge economic losses. In order to grasp the actual
condition of bridges in time, it is necessary to evaluate and
judge and the damaged condition of bridges and perform the
early warning of danger. -e existing damage state assess-
ment and early warning methods of bridges cannot accu-
rately assess the damage level of bridges, and the existing
methods have the problems of low evaluation accuracy, high
false alarm rate, and poor real-time performance. -erefore,
this paper proposed a novel evaluation and judgment theory
of bridge damage state and methodology on early warning of
danger. Based on the observation equation and state
equation of bridge systems by wavelet packet analysis
method, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is used
to evaluate and judge the damage state of bridges. -en,
according to mathematical-statistical analysis methods and
principal component analysis methods, the methodology on
early warning of danger for bridge structures can be realized.

-e Nanfeihe Bridge was taken as the experimental test
object to analyze and verify the proposed method in this
paper. -e experimental results showed that the proposed
method can accurately evaluate and judge the bridge damage
state in a short time, reduce the false alarm rate, and improve
the performance and reliability of the real-time early
warning. -e proposed method can effectively solve the
problems of long warning time and evaluation accuracy of
the current methods. Besides, due to the used basic methods,
the proposed methodology on early warning of danger can
be further promoted in practice. However, this study also has
some limitations; for example, it does not use other cases to
test the effectiveness of this method. In the future, we will
conduct in-depth research on this problem to improve the
applicability of this method.
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